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【Purpose and Background of the Research】
The purpose of this project is to bring new
innovation to statistics and related fields of
mathematics, such as the commutative algebra and
the D-module theory, through further developments
in computational algebraic statistics.
Takemura, Hibi and Takayama, have been very
successfully
collaborating
on
problems
of
computational algebraic statistics and younger
researchers have been joining our collaboration.
Close collaboration among statisticians and
algebraists of our group is unique even in the world
and we aim to make major contribution to the
development of computational algebraic statistics
on the international level.

rapidly and brought relevant results both to
statistics and algebra. New important results on
Markov bases are still being found and we will
contribute further to this area.
The holonomic gradient method was recently
proposed in the collaboration of Takemura, Hibi
and Takayama. The usefulness of this method is
based on the fact that the common probability
distributions used in statistics are holonomic
functions of both the observation and the
parameter. From the general theory of holonomic
functions, the normalizing constants and the
probability of regions are holonomic in the
parameter.
Hence these quantities and the
maximum likelihood estimation can be evaluated
by solving partial differential equations instead of
numerical
integrations.
This
will
bring
reformulation of the whole distribution theory in
statistics.

【Research Methods】
Takemura, Hibi and Takayama will collaborate on
computational algebraic statistics from the
background of their own special fields. This
collaboration will lead to developments relevant to 【Publications Relevant to the Project】
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we need machinery from various fields, such as the
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for ring of differential operators. This will
contribute to innovation in both statistics and
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